EEG analysis and pharmacodynamic modelling after intravenous bolus injection of eltanolone (pregnanolone).
An intravenous bolus dose of 0.75 mg Kg-1 eltanolone emulsion was administered to 18 unpremedicated ASA I or II patients. In addition to clinical observation and haemodynamic monitoring, EEG power spectrum and median frequency were recorded. Venous blood was collected to establish a concentration-effect relation using the median frequency as a pharmacodynamic parameter for hypnotic effect, and with analysis of data with the sigmoidal Emax model. Emax was determined as the maximal decrease of the median frequency caused by the CNS depressant effect of eltanolone. The results of seven of 15 patients with complete serum and EEG analysis could be described by a sigmoidal curve. The calculated IC50, the serum concentration producing 50% inhibition of Emax, was 0.57 micrograms mL-1. Median frequency occasionally decreased independently of eltanolone serum concentration in seven patients because interference by natural sleep was not prevented before induction or during awakening by setting continuous stimulations. In relation to the peak serum concentration, the decrease in median frequency occurred late in one patient. Nevertheless, the present study provides a preliminary estimation of the IC50 of eltanolone. From the clinical point of view, eltanolone showed satisfactory induction characteristics which warrant further evaluation.